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Violence and commercial sexual exploitation of children (ESKA) are being problem that occurs in Bandar Lampung. There are still many cases that harm children makes civil society organization to help the government in overcome the problems were not optimally carried out by them. The involvement of civil society is expected to eliminate violence and ESKA. Because the handling of violence and ESKA still not maximal is making researcher interested to examine how the role of NGOs CCC Lampung as one of the actors involved to take part in resolving this problem in Bandar Lampung.

This research uses descriptive research with a qualitative approach. This research was conducted using the method of collecting data through interviews, observation, and documentation. Based on the research results, the role of CCC Lampung to overcome problem of violence and ESKA has been running but should be increased. The role as countervailing force of the state (government) while in the role as intermediary between the public and the government also the role as the institution with the mission of empowering the community is start running well although still limited in one region. Therefore, role as countervailing power of government need to be improved especially in influencing policies made by the government, and checks and balances of government. Because it will optimize role of civil society as an important actor to achieve good governance in Bandar Lampung.
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